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Abstract
Objective: To examine if modifiable anthropometric indices of obesity exert putatively causal
effects on different measures of kidney health and disease.
Design: Conventional observational and Mendelian randomisation study.
Setting: UK Biobank and international genome-wide association studies.
Participants: Approximately 300,000 participants of white-British ancestry from UK Biobank
and up to 480,000 participants of predominantly European ancestry from genome-wide
association studies.
Main outcome measures: Estimated glomerular filtration, blood urea nitrogen, kidney
health index, chronic kidney disease, hypertensive renal disease, renal failure, acute renal
failure, other disorders of kidney and ureters, IgA nephropathy and diabetic nephropathy.
Results: The Mendelian randomisation analysis indicated that increasing values of
genetically predicted body mass index (BMI) and waist circumference were causally linked to
changes in renal function indices including reduced estimated glomerular filtration and
increased blood urea nitrogen in UK Biobank individuals. These associations were replicated
using data from CKDGen Consortium individuals. One standard deviation increase in
genetically-predicted BMI and waist circumference decreased the relative odds of kidney
health index by 14% and 18% (OR=0·86; 95%CI: 0·82-0·92; P=9·18×10-6 for BMI and
OR=0·82; 95%CI: 0·75-0·90; P=2·12×10-5 for waist circumference, respectively).
Approximately 13-16% of the causal effect of obesity indices on kidney health was mediated
by blood pressure. Obesity increased the risk of both acute and chronic kidney disease of
several aetiologies including hypertensive renal disease and diabetic nephropathy.
Conclusions: These findings indicate that obesity is causally linked to indices of renal
health and the risk of different kidney diseases. This evidence substantiates the value of
weight loss as a strategy of preventing and/or counteracting a decline in kidney health as
well as decreasing the risk of renal disease.
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What is already known on this topic
- Several previous studies reported associations between increasing adiposity/obesity
and either a decline in kidney function or the increased risk of specific kidney
disorders.
- High blood pressure and diabetes represent the two most common aetiologies of
chronic kidney disease and co-exist with obesity.
- It is not clear to what extent these associations may reflect cause-effect relationships.
What this study adds
- Our results show a consistent pattern of causation between obesity and kidney
health and disease, across different biochemical parameters of kidney function and a
broad spectrum of kidney health/disease.
- We further demonstrate that the causal effect of obesity on kidney health is partially
mediated by blood pressure and largely independent of type 2 diabetes.
- We provide evidence for a causal relationship between two clinical indices of obesity
and specific renal disorders including hypertensive renal disease, acute renal failure,
chronic kidney disease and diabetic nephropathy.
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Introduction
Chronic kidney disease (CKD) affects more than 10% of adults worldwide and is predicted to
become a global threat to public health.1 Interventions with reliable evidence for
effectiveness in preventing CKD and/or slowing the progression of CKD are limited. Amongst
the potentially safest to implement, cheapest to introduce and generally accepted by both
patients and clinicians are health behaviours/lifestyle modifications such as weight loss.
Such lifestyle modifications are usually recommended as first-line interventions in
primary/secondary prevention of cardiovascular disease (CVD)2 and in the management of
patients with CKD.3 However, it is not clear to what extent modifiable health behaviours are
effective in improving clinical indices of kidney health i.e. in slowing the decline in estimated
glomerular filtration rate (eGFR). For example, NICE guidelines recommend maintaining a
healthy weight since it is a safe “healthy life” strategy rather than due to its nephro-protective
effects.3
A number of previous investigations reported associations between increasing
adiposity/obesity and a decline in kidney function or the increased risk of kidney diseases.4–
10
However, it is not clear to what extent these associations reflect causality i.e. a cause and
effect relationship between obesity and renal health/disease. This is of considerable
relevance to clinical management given that only health behaviours with evidence of causal
effects on disease (and/or its defining traits) are likely to succeed in effective prevention and
treatment.11 In contrast, interventions targeting factors external to the disease-related causal
pathways often fail to deliver the expected clinical outcomes.12
Mendelian randomisation (MR) has emerged as a genetic epidemiological approach that
enables causal inference (analogous to a natural randomised controlled trial – RCT) and a
powerful alternative and/or complement to the conventional RCT.12 Indeed, conducting
RCTs can be very expensive, logistically challenging, risky (as the intervention may not
demonstrate clinical efficacy), time-consuming and under certain circumstances – may not
be free of clinical hazards.13 In contrast, MR does not require the resources or time
consumed by RCT, is safe and robust.14,15 It relies on randomly assigned (at meiosis)
genetic variants as proxies (or instruments) for an exposure (e.g. a modifiable lifestyle factor)
to examine its putative causal effect on a clinical outcome. Compared to findings from
observational studies, those from MR are immune to reverse causality and should be less
susceptible to the influence of unmeasured confounding.16,17
MR-based analyses have rarely been applied to exposures of direct relevance to clinical
nephrology despite their superiority over conventional observational studies.18,19 Previous
studies used MR to uncover causality signals to or from renal phenotypes – i.e. an effect of
eGFR on diastolic blood pressure (DBP), and risk of nephrolithiasis20 as well as the causal
connection between higher blood pressure (BP) and the risk of microalbuminuria.21 Herein,
using a set of MR studies, we sought to determine if obesity-defining traits exert putatively
causal effects on a range of kidney phenotypes – from biochemical indices of kidney function
to specific kidney diagnoses (Figure 1A).
Condensed methods
The overview of our strategy is shown in Figure 1A. Full details of the populations and
methods are provided in supplementary material (Appendix).
UK Biobank – key phenotypes
UK Biobank is a population-based resource on 487,395 individuals with a wide range of
clinical data linked to genetic information. From this dataset we extracted information on the
most common anthropometric measures of obesity (BMI and waist circumference) and four
measures of kidney function (Figure 1A). In brief, we used information on blood urea
nitrogen (BUN) and three measures of eGFR derived from: serum creatinine (eGFRcrea),
cystatin C (eGFRcys) and both creatinine and cystatin C (eGFRcreacys). The number of
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individuals with informative values of eGFRcrea, eGFRcys, eGFRcreacys, BUN and was
304,800, 303,373, 317,425 and 314,731, respectively. We further generated the kidney
health index – a novel composite renal phenotype integrating all available serum measures
of kidney function (eGFRcrea, eGFRcys, eGFRcrea and BUN), a urinary bio-marker of
kidney damage [albumin-to-creatinine ratio (uACR)] and the International Classification of
Disease (ICD)-derived information on the history of kidney disease from Hospital Episodes
Statistics (Figure 1B). A total of 217,289 individuals satisfied the criteria of optimal kidney
health index and were defined as having optimal kidney health. The remaining 84,657
individuals did not meet at least one of the criteria of the kidney health index (and were
defined as not having optimal kidney health).
Observational analysis in UK Biobank
To characterise the observational association between directly measured BMI/waist
circumference and quantitative serum bio-markers of kidney function (eGFRcrea, eGFRcys,
eGFRcreacys, and BUN) we used linear regression. We applied logistic regression to
examine the association between BMI/waist circumference and kidney health index. All
these regression models were adjusted for age, age2 and sex, assessment centre and
Townsend Deprivation Index.
We also explored the association between kidney health index (as an independent variable)
and 403 binary traits (as a dependent variable) through logistic regression (with age, age2,
sex, assessment centre and Townsend Deprivation Index as covariates). We selected all
binary traits with a number of cases > 100 from self-reported data and ICD10-derived
diagnoses available in UK Biobank (TableS1). These traits were further grouped into 22
clinical categories (TableS1). We calculated a correction for multiple testing using the false
discovery rate (FDR) – findings with FDR<0·05 were considered statistically significant.
Construction of genetic instruments
To build genetic instruments and generate genetic scores for BMI and waist circumference
we followed the strategy from a previous study22. In brief, we used 72 and 43 instruments
from SNPs associated with BMI and waist circumference, respectively, in GWAS conducted
in 339,224 and 224,459 individuals by GIANT Consortium23,24 and validated in previous MR
analysis14. To minimise the risk that potential causality signals from BMI/waist circumference
to kidney phenotypes may reflect an effect on metabolism of creatinine/cystatin C/BUN
rather than renal function, we further re-evaluated the associations by excluding SNPs within
a distance of 500 Kbp of genes recognised for their roles in the metabolism of these blood
biomarkers (TableS2). To examine if the effect of obesity on kidney-related traits was
mediated by BP or diabetes, we further derived instruments/genetic scores for systolic blood
pressure (SBP), DBP, type 2 diabetes, glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) and fasting glucose.
In the absence of summary statistics for BMI-unadjusted BP from previously published
GWAS we applied a block jack-knife weighting approach25 to perform GWAS on SBP/DBP in
UK Biobank. For type 2 diabetes, HbA1c and glucose, we used the respective summary
statistics from previous GWAS26–28 that were not BMI-adjusted and independent of UK
Biobank.
Effect of metabolic parameters on kidney phenotypes – one-sample MR in UK
Biobank
We first estimated the influence of obesity indices on kidney function measures in a onesample MR using a two-stage least square approach (2SLS)29 with externally-derived
genetic scores of BMI and waist circumference as an instrument, measured BMI and waist
circumference as an exposure and kidney function parameters (i.e. eGFRcrea, eGFRcys,
eGFRcreacys and BUN) as an outcome. The effect of BMI, waist circumference, SBP and
DBP on kidney health index and/or ICD-informed kidney diagnoses (CKD, hypertensive
renal disease, renal failure, acute renal failure or other disorders of kidney and ureters,
where appropriate) (Figure 1A) was also tested using the 2SLS approach. Age, age2, sex,
genotyping array, and first 10 genetic principal components were used as covariates in the
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above analyses. We calculated a correction for multiple testing at each experiment level
using FDR – findings with FDR<0·05 were considered statistically significant.
Effects of metabolic parameters on kidney phenotypes – two-sample Mendelian
randomisation
We conducted two-sample MR using four different models (inverse variance weighted (IVW)
regression, weighted median, RadialMR and MRPRESSO)30–32 to: (i) replicate the estimated
causal effects of both obesity indices (as exposures) on biochemical parameters of kidney
function; (ii) further investigate potentially causal effects of obesity on kidney diseases (CKD,
IgA nephropathy and diabetic nephropathy) (Figure 1A); (iii) validate causal effects of BMI
and waist circumference on kidney health index in a sensitivity analysis; (iv) explore the
existence of reverse causality (i.e. causal effects from eGFRcys, BUN and kidney health
index on obesity indices); (v) investigate whether diabetes and/or its defining traits (HbA1c
and glucose) were causally related to kidney health index (Figure 1A). Summary statistics for
exposures and outcomes and the selection of genetic instruments were derived from UK
Biobank, CKDGen Consortium33 and DIAGRAM.26 To correct for multiple testing we
calculated FDR at the experiment-wide level. Causal effect estimates from at least three of
the four MR methods significant after the correction for multiple testing (FDR<0·05) were set
as a criterion of evidence for causality.
One-sample multivariable Mendelian randomisation analysis
The causal relationship between obesity indices, BP and the kidney health index in MR
analyses motivated us to quantify whether the causal relationship from obesity indices to
kidney health index were independent of BP. In brief, we conducted multivariable MR
(MVMR) including obesity and BP as exposures and kidney health index as the outcome
using a 2SLS approach.34 The results obtained from the MVMR estimation are the direct
effect of each exposure on the outcome conditional on the other exposures included in the
estimation. This was done separately for four combinations of exposures (BMI and SBP,
waist circumference and SBP, BMI and DBP and waist circumference and DBP) with the
genetic scores associated with both exposures included in the derivation of predicted
estimates. The genetic scores were constructed using the same methods as in the MR
above. Age, age2, sex, genotyping array, and first 10 genetic principal components were
used as covariates. Full details of the MVMR analyses were described in Supplementary
material (Appendix). We calculated a correction for multiple testing using FDR – findings with
FDR<0·05 were considered statistically significant.
Results
Measures of general and abdominal obesity causally affect biochemical parameters of
kidney function.
We first used data from ≈300,000 unrelated UK Biobank individuals (TableS3) to examine
how BMI and waist circumference relate to serum parameters of kidney function (eGFRcrea,
eGFRcys, eGFRcreacys, BUN). Both directly measured obesity indices showed significant
associations with each renal phenotype in the observational analysis, even after a correction
for multiple testing (Figure 1C, Figure 2). Using genetically predicted information for BMI and
waist circumference in one-sample MR, we detected causal relationships of both obesity
measures with three indices of kidney function (eGFRcys, eGFRcreacys and BUN) (Figure
1C, Figure 2). The direction of these causal relationships was consistent – increasing obesity
measures were related to reduced eGFR and increased BUN; this was apparent even after
the correction for multiple testing (Figure 1C, Figure 2). We then sought to replicate the
effect of BMI and waist circumference eGFRcys, eGFRcreacys and BUN in two-sample MR
experiments. Of those, CKDGen Consortium derived summary statistics were available only
for eGFRcys and BUN. We first replicated directionally consistent effect of BMI and waist
circumference on both biochemical indices of kidney function in the IVW two-sample MR
(TableS4, Figure 1C). Three additional MR models (weighted median, radial MR and MR-
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PRESSO) employed to minimise potential bias arising from horizontal pleiotropy35 confirmed
these findings (TableS4). We then conducted sensitivity analyses using genetic scores
constructed after exclusion of genetic variants mapping onto genes related to metabolism of
creatinine/cystatin C/BUN (TableS2) – the association estimates between obesity measures
and eGFRcys/BUN remained largely unaffected in one-sample MR (TableS5). Finally, we
confirmed that there was no bidirectional causality between obesity measures and kidney
function – neither BUN nor eGFRcys showed a causal effect on obesity measures
(TableS6). Collectively, these results show a consistent and potentially causal contribution of
higher BMI and waist circumference on the decline in kidney function across different MR
models and in independent datasets.
Obesity measures show an inverse causal relationship with kidney health index
Mindful of the potential limitation of using circulating concentrations of specific biomarkers as
a marker of kidney function in MR,36 we generated a “kidney health index” as a composite
binary phenotype derived from the blood and urine biochemistry combined with available
clinical information in UK Biobank37 (see methods). As expected, those with optimal kidney
health index showed statistically favourable renal profile across different serum bio-markers
(eGFRcrea, eGFRcys, eGFRcreacys, BUN) and uACR when compared to the remaining
individuals (TableS7). In observational analysis, both BMI and waist circumference were
inversely related to the kidney health index (Figure 1C, TableS8). Further analysis of 403
binary traits in UK Biobank revealed strong associations between kidney health index and
phenotypes expected to correlate with measures of kidney health and disease (kidney and
urinary tract-related traits, cardiovascular disease, hypertension, diabetes and metabolic
diseases) (Figure 1D, TableS9). Indeed, the directions of these associations were consistent
with reduced odds of these disorders in those with optimal health index category. We then
combined GIANT consortium-derived BMI and waist circumference genetic scores and the
kidney health index as an outcome in one-sample MR. This analysis revealed that a one
standard deviation (SD) genetically-predicted increase in BMI and waist circumference
decreased the relative odds of kidney health index by 14% and 18% (OR=0·86; 95%CI:
0·82-0·92; P=9·18×10-6 for BMI and OR=0·82; 95%CI: 0·75-0·90; P=2·12×10-5 for waist
circumference, respectively) (TableS8). We then used the genetic score of BMI and waist
circumference excluding SNPs in/near genes involved in the metabolism of the blood
biomarkers in one-sample MR; the association estimates between obesity measures and
kidney health index remained unaffected (TableS5). Next, we employed two-sample MR
tests with GIANT-derived genetic instruments for BMI and waist circumference (as
exposures) and the summary statistics from our de novo GWAS of kidney health index (as
an outcome) in UK Biobank. These sensitivity analyses confirmed the findings from onesample MR (PBMI_IVW =2·27×10-5 and PWC_IVW=1·54×10-4) (TableS8, Figure 1C). Taken
together, these results show that obesity measures show a potentially causal inverse effect
on the overall kidney health index.
The effect of obesity measures on kidney health index is not mediated by type 2
diabetes and largely independent of blood pressure
Elevated BP and diabetes have been proposed as the most likely biological mediators of the
association between obesity and the risk of kidney disease.38,39 Therefore, we examined
whether SBP, DBP, type 2 diabetes, HbA1c and fasting glucose are causally related to the
kidney health index in UK Biobank (TableS10, TableS11). Of these, only SBP and DBP were
causally related to the kidney health index in the expected direction – higher BP reduced the
kidney health index (PSBP=6·26×10-6 and PDBP=1·69×10-2, respectively) (TableS10). Using
one-sample multivariable Mendelian randomisation34 we then explored the extent to which
the detected causality signals of BMI and waist circumference to kidney health index were
mediated by BP. These analyses revealed that 13-16% of the causal effect of obesity indices
on kidney health was mediated by BP (TableS8, TableS12-13). Collectively, these data
show that potentially causal negative effect of obesity on kidney health is not mediated by
type 2 diabetes and is largely independent of BP.
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BMI and waist circumference are causally related to increased risk of different kidney
diseases
We then sought to investigate if BMI/waist circumference were causally related to clinically
confirmed kidney outcomes using both one-sample and two-sample MR studies. Using
GIANT Consortium-derived genetic scores for BMI and waist circumference and ICD10derived diagnoses from Hospital Episodes Statistics we first conducted a series of onesample MR in UK Biobank. We detected a causal relationship between measure of obesity
and four out of five kidney diagnoses – increasing BMI and/or waist circumference increased
the risk of hypertensive renal disease (OR=1·79; 95%CI: 1·14-2·82; P=1·15×10-2 for BMI and
OR=2·41; 95%CI: 1·30-4·45 P=5·03×10-3 for waist circumference), renal failure (OR=1·51;
95%CI: 1·25-1·83; P=2·60×10-5 for BMI and OR=1·86; 95%CI: 1·43-2·42; P=4·16×10-6 for
waist circumference) and CKD (OR=1·50; 95%CI: 1·16-1·96; P=2·44×10-3 for BMI and
OR=1·83; 95%CI: 1·28-2·63; P=9·49×10-4 for waist circumference) (Figure 1C, TableS14).
We then used two-sample MR using GWAS summary statistics of three kidney outcomes
(CKD, IgA nephropathy and diabetic nephropathy) from populations independent to UK
Biobank. These analyses replicated a causal effect of obesity on CKD (ORivw=1·16; 95%CI:
1·04-1·30; P=6·07×10-3 for BMI and ORivw=1·18; 95%CI: 1·003-1·393; P=4·66×10-2 for waist
circumference) and uncovered a causal relationship between BMI and diabetic nephropathy
(ORivw=1·92; 95%CI: 1·44-2·54; P=6·86×10-6) (TableS15, Figure 1C). Collectively, these data
show that obesity increases the risk of acute and chronic kidney disease of several
aetiologies.
Discussion
Currently there is no cure for a majority of patients with kidney diseases and the
management strategies focus generally on symptoms, reducing the burden of complications
of kidney disease rather than reversing the decline in renal function. Our knowledge of
effective and safe strategies with potential to prevent the development of kidney disease in
those with seemingly healthy kidneys is also limited. Indeed, while several health behaviours
have been linked to the pathogenesis of CKD,40 robust evidence in support of their causal
effects on eGFR, kidney health and the risk of kidney disease is hitherto missing. Therefore,
we applied MR to examine whether two of the most commonly used clinical indices of
obesity are causally related to a wide range of kidney phenotypes; from serum indices of
kidney function and biochemistry-informed measure of kidney health to acute and chronic
kidney disease and both primary and secondary nephropathies. Our results demonstrate a
consistent signal of causality between obesity and kidney health and disease, irrespective of
the type of MR experiment (one-sample or two-sample) or MR modalities applied and across
different biochemical parameters of kidney function as well as a wide spectrum of kidney
health/disease. We demonstrate that the causal relationship between indices of obesity and
kidney health is not driven type 2 diabetes and is largely independent of BP. Finally, we
provide evidence for causal association of BMI and/or waist circumference with specific renal
disorders including hypertensive renal disease, CKD and diabetic nephropathy.
The association between BMI and/or waist circumference and different measures of kidney
health and disease have been reported before in observational (both cross-sectional and
longitudinal) studies – increasing obesity correlates with increased incidence of CKD,4–7 endstage renal disease8 and a drop in eGFR calculated based on serum levels of creatinine9 or
cystatin C.5 The results from our initial observational analysis of >300,000 individuals are
fully consistent with these findings. However, due to inherent limitations of observational
analyses (including confounding and reverse causality)17 these data cannot provide insights
into causal contributions of obesity indices to eGFR and as such are not sufficient to inform
i.e. effective therapeutic or preventive strategies. To this end, the MR-derived findings
showing the effect of higher BMI and waist circumference on a decline in kidney function are
an important piece of evidence in favour of a potential utility of interventions targeting BMI
and/or waist circumference to improve eGFR in individuals largely unaffected by CKD (in
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whom the relevance of obesity to kidney function is possibly most apparent).5,10 Both routine
engagement in moderate-intensity regular physical exercise and different dietary
interventions have been shown to achieve clinically relevant changes in both waist
circumference and BMI.41 In this context, our data suggest that non-pharmacological
strategies promoting weight loss may have potentially nephro-protective effects.
Potential causality signals to eGFR measured using specific biochemical biomarkers have
some interpretational limitations.36 For example, causal effects between obesity indices and
eGFR may reflect the effects of BMI or waist circumference on the metabolism of specific
biomarkers used to estimate kidney function (such as creatinine, cystatin C or BUN) rather
than glomerular filtration per se.36,42 This is particularly relevant to creatinine and cystatin C
given their association with body size, muscle mass and/or adiposity.43,44 To ensure that the
findings from our MR studies with kidney function as an outcome were potentially robust to
these limitations, we have undertaken a number of mitigation strategies. Firstly, we
conducted MR studies on four different indices of kidney function (generated using three
different serum biomarkers) as outcomes to minimise the effect of single blood metabolite on
the results and conclusions. Secondly, we conducted sensitivity analyses by eliminating from
the genetic instrument variants mapped to genes metabolically or mechanistically related to
the abundance of BUN, creatinine and cystatin C. Finally, we carried out MR studies using a
composite kidney phenotype that integrates information not only from all available serum
biochemistry biomarkers but also - urine analysis and clinical records. The diversity of
sources used to generate this composite phenotype makes our kidney health index not only
much less dependent on metabolism of specific biomarkers but also possibly more reflective
of genuine kidney health than individual parameters derived from single blood biomarkers.
Indeed, our observational analysis on correlating kidney health index with over 400 traits in
UK Biobank suggests that it may capture information from a wide range of renal phenotypes.
Future studies are warranted to explore its potential diagnostic and predictive utility.
We examined type 2 diabetes, HbA1c, fasting glucose, SBP and DBP as potential mediators
of the effect of obesity on kidney health given the established role of both diabetes and
hypertension in the development of CKD.45,46 Indeed, both diabetes and hypertension
showed strong association with the kidney health index in our observational analysis across
a wide range of clinical phenotypes in UK Biobank. The causal association between higher
BP on lower scores in kidney health index revealed by our analyses lends further support to
the notion that poorly controlled hypertension is detrimental to the kidney function and
structure.47 Some of the previously conducted MR studies showed that higher values of
genetically predicted BP lead to increased risk of albuminuria21 and hypertensive renal
disease48 but did not demonstrate a causal effect of BP on kidney function parameters.36
This may suggest that the detected signal of causality from BP to kidney health index is
driven primarily by either of these phenotypes (given that they were used to define the
composite renal outcome). Most importantly however, BP does not fully account for the
causal effect of both obesity measures on the kidney health index. This in turn suggests that
reduction in BMI/waist circumference (i.e. through weight loss) and the lowering of BP (i.e.
through appropriate antihypertensive treatment) should translate into improvement in kidney
health through shared and potentially different biological mechanisms/pathways. Further
studies are required to identify the biological underpinnings of these findings and clarify the
extent to which these effects could operate in an additive manner.
We appreciate that as in any Mendelian randomisation analysis, not all the assumptions
pertaining to the validity of genetic instruments are actually testable, i.e. that the genetic
instrument must be independent of potential confounders, and should only affect the
outcome through the exposure rather than through alternative pathways (that is, through
horizontal pleiotropy).13,49 However, we optimised our statistical pipeline by including a
number of strategies to ensure the robustness of our genetic instruments, undertaking
different validation experiments and/or sensitivity analyses. As a part of those analyses, we
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found for example no evidence of “bidirectional causality”50 – i.e. that kidney health or kidney
disease is causal to changes in BMI or waist circumference.
In summary, our data from a set of statistically robust models embedded in the principles of
causal inferences highlighted a casual inverse associations between two most common
clinical indices of obesity and a range of kidney health and disease-related phenotypes.
These findings suggest that obesity has a negative effect on kidney function and increases
the risk of different kidney disorders across a spectrum of different aetiologies.
Consequently, interventions targeting obesity have a potential to improve kidney health and
reduce the risk of kidney disease at both individual and population level. We anticipate that
the findings will help to stimulate further research and drive the development of public health
policies to improve kidney health and prevent/treat kidney disease through encouraging
weight loss.
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Figure legends
Figure 1. Overview of the strategy and the outputs of the study. A. Conceptual overview of
the study showing hypothesised causal relationships (dashed line) between obesity indices
(body mass index and waist circumference) and three different types of kidney phenotypes
(i. individual biochemical measures of kidney function: eGFRcrea, eGFRcys, eGFRcreacys
and BUN; ii. composite kidney health phenotype: kidney health index; iii. clinical kidney
diagnoses (CKD, hypertensive renal disease, renal failure, acute renal failure, other
disorders of kidney and ureters, IgA nephropathy and diabetic nephropathy) and hypothetical
causal associations between diabetes/SBP/DBP and kidney health index. eGFRcrea – GFR
estimated by creatinine, eGFRcys – GFR estimated by cystatin C, eGFRcreacys – GFR
estimated by creatinine and cystatin C, BUN – blood urea nitrogen, SBP – systolic blood
pressure, DBP – diastolic blood pressure. B. Criteria of kidney health index. C. Circular
representation of information on associations between obesity indices (BMI and waist
circumference) and kidney phenotypes. From outermost to innermost data circle we show:
associations from two-sample MR, one-sample MR and observational analysis respectively.
Associations were coloured as: white – not tested, grey – not associated with obesity
indices, yellow – only associated with body mass index, red – positively associated with both
obesity indices, blue – negatively associated with obesity indices. D. Circular representation
of the 50 most highly correlated phenotypes with kidney health index. Strength of statistical
significance is shown by colour in the outermost layer, ranging from pale red (least strongly
associated) to dark red (most strongly associated), then the direction of correlation is shown,
with positive values shown in red and negative values shown in blue. All phenotypes are
grouped by clinical category which is labelled in the circle centre and demarcated by differing
colours.
Figure 2. Relationships of BMI (brown) and waist circumference (green) on eGFR
(eGFRcrea/eGFRcys/eGFRcreacys) and BUN from observational analyses and one-sample
Mendelian randomisation analyses. Two different methods were coloured as: blue –
observational analysis, orange – one-sample MR. MR – Mendelian randomisation, Estimate
– effect size of each body weight measure on eGFR and BUN (in log units per-SD increase
of the body weight measure), CI – confidence interval, P-value – level of statistical
significance, FDR – false discovery rate.
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